Take a break from classrooms and head outdoors for a learning adventure!
The MEC offers STEM-rich five-day camps, exposing students to hands-on, immersive learning activities in a unique coastal setting.

**OCEAN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY CAMP**

**JULY 20–24**

**GRADES 9-12** $595

Sponsored by [PELAGIC](#)

Residential Camp Option Add $500

**Sea Camp**

**JUNE 1–5**
**JUNE 8–12**
**JUNE 15–19**
**JUNE 22–26**
**JULY 6–10, 13–17, 20–24**

**GRADES 1-2** $235
**GRADES 3-4** $260
**GRADES 5-6** $285

**GRADES 7-12** $450

**Sharkheads**
**Shark Fest**

**JUNE 8–12**
**JUNE 22–26**
**JULY 13–17**

**GRADES 7-12** $450

**Shaggy’s Angler Camp**

**JUNE 1–5**
**JUNE 15–19**
**JULY 6–10**

**GRADES 7-12** $425

Sponsored by [Sea Grant](#) [Shaggy’s Angler Camp] [Sharkheads] [PELAGIC] [Gulf Coast Research Laboratory] [Ocean Springs, MS 39564]